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Abstract. The article critically reviews existing computer simulation models of petroleum basins and systems based on the paradigm of cataliccracking 
barothermal metamorphosis of dissolved organic matter (DOM) occurring in the course of a regions� geological history and tectogenesis. These simulation 
models are not in syns with current findings due to the failure to factor in the following: reliably established presence of inorganic hydrocarbons in the deep 
mantle (8-12 km); i.e., generation of the hydrocarbons in the ancient and the most ancient strata of lithosphere and substrate; degassing or �breathing� 
of the Earth; i.e., continuons emissions of primordial hydrocarbon gases, such as methane, hydrogen, helium, sulfur; periodic localized jet emussions of 
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the gas/ vapor phases of magmatic volcanogenic fluid contained in batholithic and laccolithic structures; gas hydrate generation in deepsea sediments; 
submarine magmatic and mud volcanic activity; submarine manifestation of deep fluids (hydrothermal vents, �flaring torches�, �black smokers�, �gas 
chimneys�); global hydrocarbon fixation patterns (spots, sinters, patches, inclusions, percolations, isolated bituminous rck deposits, ets); tectonic types 
and stratgraphy of hydrocarbon basins do not correlate with fixation patterns; spatial association of commercialgrade petroleum deposits with fluctuations 
of isotopes, radiogenic fluids and trace elements in the region; differences in the geochemical composition and phase pf the fluids observed various areas of 
the basin. Consideration of the above-listed factrs significantly expands the range of depth and geographic distribution of commercial-grade hydrocarbon 
deposits in the lithosphere and adjacent substrate massifs. Globally, there and consistent observations of hydrocarbon distribution ver time and documented 
�regeneration� of exhausted deposits located in the upper lithosphere. This pattern allows for the possibility of permanent generation of hydrocarbons. In 
other wrds, due to internal activity within the deep mantle, there is a continuous replenishment of hydrocarbon resources. Despite the substantial volume 
of scientific studies pertaining to the subject, there are no breakthrough successes regarding the modeling of petroleum basins and systems. The cause of 
this issue is the lack of reliable, sophisticated, and intelligent computer programs (AI). This deficiency negatively affects exploration of geologically complex 
basins and those located at significant depths. Exploration in these conditions is considered risky, technologically challenging and expensive. Therefore, 
the return on investment is deemed insufficient. Combining multiple variables in the gpaphical simulation of oil-gas basins and systems calls for the 
development of more reliable, novel, and effective mdeling methodology. A geomathematical approach based on the fluiddynamic model of hydrocarbon 
migration and accumulation in natural reservoirs appears the most promising. Group Method of Data Handling (GDMH) suggests the presence of both 
multiple quantitative and pair correlations between the parameters of hydrocarbonbearing mediem (collector type, faults, traps, thermobaric, conditions, 
underground water dynamics) and the volume of natural fluids (oil and gas reserves density, the thickness of hydrocarbon saturation stage). Utilization of the 
quantitative correlations between the structural, hydrochemical, and hydrodynamic variables impuves the reabillity of hydrocarbon accumulation predictions 
and minimizes exploration ricks.
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